SCHOOL GRADE

Fourth Grade

Grade

SUBJECT

Language Arts

Subject

BIMESTER

3rd period

Bimester

PERIOD

Evaluation
Period

3rd period
CONTENT

Stories: * “ Destiny’s gift “
“ Destiny`s gift “
Vocabulary words:
*afford
*customers
*figure out *contact
* spread
*win

*earn
*raise

Grammar:
*Sentences and fragments
*Antonyms
Reading skill
* Identify the main idea of the text
* Reading Comprehension
* Scanning for information

MAIN OBJECTIVES

This study guide was designed to help you prepare for the upcoming exam. Make sure you know and
understand all of its content. Please study for the exam several days before, and if you have any doubts, please
make sure you go to your teacher for assistance.
STUDY MATERIAL

Practice book, notebook, reading book, and worksheets given by the teacher.

TOPICS

PAGES

SUGGESTED REVIEWING ACTIVITIES

“ Destiny`s gift ” vocabulary words:
79-100
*afford
*customers
*figure out *contact
* spread
*win

*earn
*raise

Write sentences on your
notebook using the vocabulary
words. Check your reading
book if necessary.

EXAMPLE

In Language Arts students earn tickets when they participate.
I have 20 dollars, I can’t afford a cellphone.
TOPICS

PAGES

SUGGESTED REVIEWING ACTIVTIES

Check your notebook and the
pages from the practice book.

Sentences and fragments.
A Sentence is a group of words that tells a complete thought. It
tells whom or what, and it tells what happens.

30 and 32

A fragment is an incomplete idea.

EXAMPLE

I like to read books under a tree.
Barcelona is the best soccer team.
Was spectacular and incredible.
Soccer and basketball.

(sentence)
(sentence)
( fragment)
(fragment)

TOPICS

PAGES

39
Antonyms
An antonym is a word with the opposite meaning of another
word.
EXAMPLE

SUGGESTED REVIEWING ACTIVITIES

Check your notebook and
the pages from the practice
book.
Repeat the words to improve
in spelling.

Nothing – all
First- last
Raise- lower
Right- left
Throw- catch
Give- take
Joe was the first in the race.
Alex was the last in the race.
He catches the ball.
He threw the ball to the other player.

OBSERVACIONES

